
IRS: A noose around the neck?

Everyone  now  knows  what  the  instant  replay  system  is,
certainly  the  inclusion  in  football  has  made  it  popular
worldwide, so much so that at all latitudes and in many sports
we see that the protests of the players have been joined by
the  gesture  of  the  rectangle  made  with  the  index  fingers
typical of football VAR. Whoever thought that the use of the
television tool would eliminate refereeing errors was very
wrong, certainly there has been a significant reduction in
errors and many have been corrected, so the introduction can
only be considered positive.

Italy in 2005 was the first country, outside of the USA, to
introduce the IRS on basketball courts: in the National Cup
Finals and in Play-offs series and a protocol was developed.
This  was  gradually  updated  until  the  introduction  of  the
instrument  in  FIBA  competitions  (2014),  then  the  protocol
became unique and univocal for all competitions under the
aegis  of  FIBA.  In  some  countries  and  competitions,  the
protocol has undergone minor changes or additions.

The strength of the tool lies in the fact that it allows you
to go back in time and see whether the decision taken on the
court is consistent with the rules. Being able to review,
several  times,  something  that  happened  in  an  instant  or
concerns millimeters and hundredths of a second, allows to
verify and possibly correct. In order to avoid referees having
to  constantly  review  plays,  a  protocol  has  been  drawn  up
listing the situations and moments of the game in which the
tool can be used. Clearly, whoever wrote the protocol could
not foresee all possible situations, but all situations must
be brought under the protocol and under the rules! In 2020
FIBA placed the protocol in an appendix of the rulebook as
well as the interpretations of the protocol. It should be
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noted that in 2020 something also changed in the definition of
a play in the act of shoting (shooter).

The weakness of the instrument lies, as always, in the fact
that it is used by man, who often abuses it! If the images do
not provide obvious certainty, the decision should not be
changed. The biggest problems arise, however, when going to
review  the  IRS  the  referees  discover  that  the  action  was
vitiated by some other infraction or the call was totally
wrong,  perhaps  overturned,  or  as  in  our  case  completely
missed. At that moment the moral dilemma for the referee is
obvious:  to  make  the  correct  decision  (according  to  the
rules!) or to make the right decision (overriding or bypassing
the rules?).

00:03.5  At  the  end  of  the  4th  quarter,  the  black  team,
trailing by two pts throw-in the ball. The 21black’s pass
received by his teammate 6black: he dribbles, gathers the
ball, comes to a stop and then releases a three-point shot;
the ball enters the basket just when the stop-lamps come on,
the buzzer accompanies the celebration of the black players
who embrace the scorer. The referees went to the IRS and,
after reviewing the action, announced the cancellation of the
basket due to a violation of the 6black, who had stamped one
foot  on  the  sideline  while  dribbling.  The  black  coach,
incredulous, accepts the referee’s explanation. The game will
be resumed with a throw-in for the green team with 00:02.2
seconds on the game clock.

The decision taken on the court certainly does justice to the
green team, in fact the violation of 6black, inexplicably
escaped the two referees on the side of the ball is quite
obvious,  but  it  is  not  consistent  with  the  rules  and
interpretations. Probably in the referee’s mind there was a
vague  memory  of  a  similar  situation,  present  in  the  FIBA
interpretations (F-2.2), but just as probably it would have
been  more  correct  to  apply  interpretation  F-2.3.  The



difference is very subtle but the difference between a shooter
and a non-shooter is clearly defined in the rules in Article
15.

We have been talking to many insiders these days, discussing
whether interpretation F-2.2 should be applied narrowly or
loosely? That is to say, is 6black a non-shooting player or a
shooter at the moment he steps on the line, because he will be
shooting anyway! In our opinion there cannot be an elastic
application of an interpretation because the elasticity would
make the same interpretation interpretive. We are therefore in
favor of a literal application of the same, since we cannot
consider 6black as shooter by definition: when he steps on the
line  he  is  dribbling!  The  violation  not  called,  even  if
reviewed by the IRS, cannot be sanctioned because 6black at
that moment of the infraction is a “non-shooting player.

Independently of the technical error committed by the Crew, we
would like to underline that this mistake could have been
eliminated earlier. The trail referee (active) on the throw-in
after  the  pass  of  21black  makes  a  small  forward  movement
towards the playing court, but remains in line with the player
who threw in the ball. This static position does not allow him
to see when 6black steps on the line. The worry of contact
leads the trail and the lead ref to look up only, and although
they are fairly well placed neither of them puts their eyes on
the ground to “pick” the violation. More responsibility for
the trail who should however “close” towards the end line and
look  after  his  own  primary  area  of  competence.  Absolute
responsibility of the lead who in a last play with very few
seconds on the game clock must be able to look and bring help
on a decisive play. Calling immediately the ball out of bounds
violation, confirmed by an IRS review, the refs would have
guaranteed the teams and the spirit of the rules.

We are currently aware that the Turkish Federation has stated
that no mistakes were made by the referee’s team. Probably an
opinion will also have been requested from FIBA. Certainly if



there will be an answer, one way or the other, it will be the
case!  We  are  curious  to  know  in  which  direction  both
refereeing  structures  will  move.  It  is  clear  that  if  an
interpretative reading of the shooter’s status were given, the
FIBA interpretations currently in use, on the IRS, would have
to be entirely rewritten.

Starting good…

The  jump  ball  is  the  essence  of  basketball!  Individual:
fighting  to  win  the  ball;  team:  ‘just  tapping  it’  to  a
teammate. The Euroleague has decided to ennoble this moment of
the game by putting it back into its rules, not only for the
start of the game, but perhaps it is the first one that hides
the biggest pitfalls.
Do not be fooled by the television bar information, we are at
the beginning of the match, the Crew chief toss the jump ball:
43red jumps and with his arm hits the elbow of the 22white,
he’s able to tap the ball but it ends ou of bounds. The call
by  Umpire  2  awords  the  possession  to  the  red  team.  The
disappointment  of  the  poor  22white  is  visible.  The  match
doesn’t start well!
Let’s  enter  the  regulation  perimeter  and  then  make  some
considerations. The arm of 22white is high but legal (in his
cylinder) and is lifted vertically. When the ball comes out of
the referee’s hands the ball becomes live and the match has
started. The contact caused by 43red causes damage to 22white
and an advantage for the red team: a foul must be called (by
one or both umpires).
From some time many players have been positioning themselves
at the jump ball as 22white, the high arm certainly makes more
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difficult to toss the ball. It’s normal that the arms of the
players may touch, generally without making foul contact, but
it is also true that in some circumstances the contact may
create damage or bring an advantage. The referee’s skill lies
in reading the contact, assessing its nature and deciding on
the correct penalty. I would like to remind you that even
though  it  is  a  jump  ball  the  foul  does  not  have  to  be
necessarily an UF.
The contact by 43red is evident and deserves a referee’s call.
At this point the question you may have asked yourself is: is
the foul PF or UF? Is the contact made by 43red a normal
attempt to play the ball? Or is the player not interested in
playing the ball and just plays the opponent’s arm? In normal
view (real speed) how it happens, at least a PF call would
have allowed for a possible IRS review for the upgrade to UF.
Certainly a trained and above all concentrated eye, should
have detected the infraction committed by 43red. The foul is
clearly UF and falls under the first criterion of Article
37.1.1. Once UF has been called, the game would have resumed
with 2 free throws for 22white (APA exposed when the ball
became live on the first free throw, in the direction of the
red  team  attack  direction),  white  ball  possession  at  the
throw-in line in frontcourt with 10:00 on the clock.
The  jump  ball,  especially  in  EL,  often  finds  referees
unprepared, as they are not used to handling it in their
national championships, and only once per game. The posture of
jumpers like 22white needs a different throwing technique:
from higher up and with only one hand, a sort of shot with an
imperceptible parabola; small or older referees will certainly
have more difficulties. Another aspect to be taken care of,
but  this  is  before  entering  the  circle,  is  that  of  the
position of the players, who, in order to “steal” a millimetre
and create an advantage for themselves, arrange themselves in
the most disparate way, often intertwining feet, legs and
arms! Last but not least, allow us a consideration: the game
begins before the start of the clock, so the brain must be on
and working, missing a call at this moment denotes lack of



attention and concentration.

Palming and interference?
Palming?

Few seconds from the start of the game, the pass to 2red is
intercepted by 6white who starts transition, near the centre
line he finds 23red but he easily overtakes him palming the
ball. 23red recovered and hit the ball with a “paw” that
bounced on 6white leg and goes out of bounds: ball to White
team!
On the restart the referees would be in a good position to
call the palming by 6white, while at the moment of the touch
by 23red they are in a bad position to read both a possible
contact  caused  by  23red  and  the  bounce  of  the  ball  that
touches the leg of 6white. Score: one missed call and one
wrong call.

We are witnessing a return to the abuse by some players,
especially “small” ones, of palming! This is obviously because
there is a lack of calls. Palming is a small movement that
creates a huge advantage: by putting his hand under the ball,
in a moment the player can change direction and often change
speed, forcing the defender to let him pass or commit a foul.

Probably in this specific case, the lack of a call is due to
the fact that the referees have not yet entered the game, but
this cannot be a justification: the brain must be switched on
even before the jumpball!
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Interference?

 

5white lay-up rests on the backboard and the ball rolls into
the ring but for the unpredictable laws of physics. The basket
“spits” the ball out. 31red, while the ball is still above the
level of the ring, slaps the net, 10white in the background
claims interference and a valid basket! No referee makes a
call.

Technically 31red intervention is dangerous: touching the net
is not automatically an interference violation unless the ball
is in contact with the ring and has a chance to enter the
basket. The ball makes two small bounces on the ring and one
on the backboard. By decreasing the moment of inertia, which
makes the ball “float” above the ring, 31red touch arrives
when the ball is starting to fall. The movement of the net has
no effect on the possibility of the ball entering/exiting the
basket! Correct: not to call an interference violation.

A very difficult situation to read and evaluate, in a topical
moment of the game. If the referees had called interference,
the action could have been reviewed on instant replay. If the
decision had changed, the game would have resumed with the
assignment  of  the  ball  through  the  alternating  possession
arrow. Offensive and defensive players, even in a rebounding
situation, must still be careful not to touch the net if the
ball is in contact with the ring and, above all, to avoid
grabbing it when the ball still has a chance to enter the
basket, the gesture can cost points.



2020  Rule  changes:  first
change
Art 5/19/44 Players: Injury/Substitutions/Special Situations
(Minor): clarifying when a player who receive an assistance is
treated as an injured player. If the game is stopped for:

an  injured  player  cannot  resume  immediately=doesn’t
recover within 15″.
a player receives assistance from a team member

THE PLAYER MUST BE REPLACED!
This is to eliminate interruptions in the game and manage the
delay in the game resumption more consistently. Assistance can
be on a shoe, a contact lens, loss of a taping, a problem with
the game uniform, etc…

In the clip1 / just before the ball is at disposal to 3red a
red team personnel assists the player by applying a black
patch over the not allowed mark of the compression sleeve. The
lead referee, correctly, requires the substitution of 3red who
leaves the playng court.
In  the  event  of  a  correctable  error  involving  the  player
replaced for having been assisted, who has committed his fifth
foul or has been disqualified, his substitute must participate
in the correction of an error (Art 44.2.5).

Art 15 /Player in the act of shooting (AOS) (Major): there is
a new definition for shooting and for continuous movement –
note that we are talking about movement – not motion
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The rule change intended to improve for players, coaches and
referees to understand of whether the foul was committed in
AOS or not. It Introduces consistent concepts with how the
game is played, there being two types of AOS: the shot and the
continuous movement. The continuous movement is divided into
two parts: “drive to the basket” and “moving shot”. In every
play referees should be able to identify whether the player in
AOS was in “shot”, “drive to the basket” or “moving shot”.
This  requires  more  of  the  basketball  knowledge  as
understanding  the  player  shooting  techniques,  than  just
knowing the rule.

NEW DEFINITION:  Stationary shot: a classic example is the
classic  jump-shot.  The  player  is  not  moving  and  is  not
progressing either without the ball or in dribbling.

AOS  starts  after gathering the ball, with an upward



movement  of  the  arms  in  the  shooting  position  and
towards the basket, not necessarily in front of it.
AOS  ends  when the ball leaves the shooter’s hands, or
if the shooter is airborne, when both feet return to the
floor. A player who passes the ball after being fouled
is no longer in AOS.

NEW DEFINITION: Continuous movement. It covers two situations:
drive to the basket (catch the ball moving or at completion of
the dribble) and moving shot ( continue with the shooting
movemen without stopping)

AOS – starts – at the end of a dribble, receiving the
ball  as  you  walk/run,  when  the  ball  stops  on  the
hand(s),  This  is  called  picking  up!
AOS – ends – when the ball leaves the shooter’s hands,
or if the shooter is in the air, when both feet are back
on the ground. A player who passes the ball after being
fouled is no longer to be considered in AOS.

Clip 1: 55red after gathering, the stop and shooting fake ,
with both feet on the ground, begin the upward movement of the
arms and is foled by 8white. 55red is in AOS, the foul had to
be sanctioned with 2 free throws. (Foul contact occurs when
there are still 0.2″ on the 24″ display).
Clip 2: 1yellow, is fouled by 10blue before gathering the
ball. 1yellow when the contact occurs is not in AOS, he hasn’t
complete the dribbling. The foul could be sanctioned as an
unsportsmanlike foul (UF) but in case of personal foul (PF)
the sanction had to be yellow ball possession – blue team not
in foul penalty in the period.
For  a  better  reading  and  consistent  application  of  the
criterion, the referees must identify whether at the moment of
the foul contact (not at the moment of the call, which always
arrives a moment late) the ball was already in the player’s
hand(s) and that the player has already started the upward
movement  of  the  arms  with  a  continuous  and  uninterrupted



movement.

To  fill  the  cup  you  often
have to empty it!

Every change, even tiny, always causes uncertainty, small or
big anxieties, fear of making mistakes, but above all fear of
not  understanding  or  having  understood  good/bad?  For  some
people the learning process will be rapid, for others slow in
any case this will only be the beginning! There are referees
who after a whole year are still struggling to assimilate the
new.  Especially  under  pressure,  the  referee  draws  on  his
experience, the sedimentary habits in years of refereeing will
inevitably come out. Everyone will have his own ways and times
to “empty the cup” and fill it with new knowledge. At the
beginning  an  additional  effort  of  concentration  will  be
necessary, especially the control of what is being done on the
field, the ability to reflect in the downtime if what is done
is correct, the ability to help and the humility to be helped!

Clearly language can be an obstacle and that is why FIBA tries
to  use  the  same  terminology  over  and  over  again  and  has
introduced  a  manual,  available  on  the  App  iRef  Accademy
Library,  where  you  can  find  all  the  official  terms  and
abbreviations.  The  referee  of  the  third  millennium,  at
whatever latitude he is at, must start “thinking” in English,
the original language of the regulations, more immediate and
direct  and  above  all  as  far  as  “world”  basketball  is
concerned, we at WeRef will continue to publish in Italian and
Spanish even if sometimes the nuances of Neolatine languages
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require more attention to avoid confusion.

The changes for 2020 have been divided into two types of
change:

4 Major changes , two of which with language adjustment
in line with the philosophy just illustrated.

Art  15  /Player  in  the  act  of  shooting  (AOS):
different  definition  for  shooting  and  for
continuous movement – note that we are talking
about movement – not motion
Art 33 / Cylinder: defines the offensive player
cylinder  with  or  without  the  ball.  The  rule
focuses  on  legal  and  illegal  actions  by  the
offense and defense in respect to their and their
opponent’s cylinders. The definition of defensive
cylinder has not changed.
Art  37  /  Unsportsmanlike  Foul  (UF):  the  “Open
Path”  (UF  –  C4)  is  clarified,  eliminating  any
reference  to  defensive  and  offensive  players.
Criteria is changed to require a player to be
progressing towards the opponent’s basket.
Art 35 / Double Foul (DOF): it simplifies the
definition of double foul, to sanction a DF it is
required that both fouls are of the same category
(PF – UF* – DF *: *in the case of a UF and a DF
will still be considered a double foul).

4 Minor changes
Art 5/19/44 Players: Injury/Substitutions/Special
Situations: clarifying when a player who receive
an assistance is treated as an injured player
Appx B / The Scoresheet: clarify how in a Fight
(Art  39)  the  measures  against  the  actively
participating coach must be registered: after his
expulsion, only one D2 must be registered.
Art 49 / change of the duties of the scorekeeper
and the timekeeper in relation to modern equipment



tools (Substitution, individual and team penalty
markers, sound signals)
Appx F / Instant Replay System (IRS): everything
concerning  IRS  contained  in  Art  46  has  been
transferred  to  the  new  Appendix  F  –  only  for
championships  where  the  IRS  protocol  is  to  be
applied (some Federations and/or alloys have an
integrated or different IRS protocol).

If you will be patient enough to follow us, we will try to
propose, on the basis of what FIBA has said, two topics (1
Major & 1 Minor) for each post, hoping that the posts are not
too long and heavy. At the beginning of the posts we will use
the  complete  terminology  with  the  addition  of  the
abbreviations,  in  the  following  we  will  use  only  the
abbreviations, we all try together to add new contents to the
cup without overflowing the knowledge. Work in progress! �

Seek and ye shall find!
34blue  receives  out  of  the  arc,  21white  is  trailing  but
clearly in late. While 34blue shoots, the defensive player
jumps uncoordinated in an attempt to prevent the shot. 21white
crosses, airborne, a space absolutely free from opponents, but
before landing he impacts 34blue right leg definitely out of
the shooter’s cylinder. Both players fallen on the floor. The
centre and trail refs call a foul indicated as an offensive
foul, the ball doesn’t enter the basket.

At the end of the last century some players had developed a
particular ability to hook, with one arm, an opponent and
after  pulling  it  towards  them  they  dropped  themselves  to
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“steal”  a  foul  from  the  referee  distracted!  We  found
ourselves, without realizing it, in front of the precursors of
the fake. In the first decade of the third millennium, the
evolution of the game led defenders to look for new ways to
gain an advantage in a situation that often saw them at a
disadvantage: frequently in situations of contact on the move
between attack and defense, the last were often penalized by a
call for a foul. Once they realized that taking a contact,
even a light one, on the chest the call could be reversed, the
defenders started to let themselves fall, refining more and
more the “dive” backwards and managing to collect fouls in
favor  and  stealing  balls!  Even  if,  not  very  quickly,  the
referee adapted to what was proposed and constantly filled the
gap between wrong and correct readings, managing to propose a
continuous growth in the quality of the readings over time.
With the movement of the game from inside: in the three-second
area; to perimeter: outside the two-point arc; the defender’s
flopping has decreased substantially. The proliferation of the
three-point shot has created new situations of contact between
shooter  and  defender,  complicated  to  read  and  referee,
especially when both players are airborne and their legs touch
each other. Many offensive have realized that extending or
spreading a leg, can fool even the most experienced referee if
he is not careful and focused on the whole play.

There are substantial differences in the evaluation of the
contacts between players in progressing or airborne, although
before  hovering  in  the  air  the  players  definitely  have  a
position on the ground and a direction of movement that after
the jump from the ground can be developed in the air to
another  spot  on  the  court.  The  principles  of  legal  guard
position, cylinder and verticality remain valid, but also must
be added that once the jump has been made each player has the
right to land in a spot that at the time of the jump was not
occupied by other players. Of course, when the trajectories
meet (or collide) the referees must determine who moved first
in one direction and who is responsible for the contact.



In the clip it is evident that the 21white, even if lately,
occupies a free space, also in its flight path. While the
34blue  goes  out  of  balance  in  an  uncoordinated  shot  and
spreading the right leg he creates a contact with the legs of
the  21white,  causing  him  to  fall  on  the  floor.  34blu  is
responsible  for  the  contact  and  the  damage  caused  to  the
opponent absolutely requires a call from the referees. At the
moment of contact 34blu has already released the shot and
although he is still a shooting player, his team is no longer
in control ball: therefore his foul cannot be an offensive
foul. If the shot enters the basket this would have to be
awarded!

If sanctioned erroneously, as offensive, the 34blue foul would
have as penalty a throw-in for the white team and if scored
the consequent basket would have to be cancelled. However as
often and willingly happens, if the foul, initially sanctioned
as an offensive, is reclassified as a foul by a player of the
team not in control ball and then sanctioned with a throw-in
or  with  two  free  throws  if  the  team  has  exhausted  the
penalties  for  fouls  in  the  quarter.  In  our  opinion  these
contacts deserve a more in-depth reading, both the dynamics of
the contact and the way in which they occur. If extending the
leg can be part of the player’s shooting balance or player’s
individual show, knowing that an impact can create damage and
possibly injury to an opponent must be part of each player’s
knowledge. If then the movement is also made to get a foul
call to your advantage, this action can be easily configured
in unsportsmanlike foul situations: obviously if and only if
there is contact between the players.

We are sure that a more consistent reading of these contacts
and a more restrictive classification of the contact in the
criteria of unsportsmanlike fouls, it would radically reduce
their use and sometimes abuse by the shooters. We remind you
that an attempt to search for a foul without contact should be
sanctioned  with  a  warning  or  in  extremely  blatant  cases



directly with a technical foul.

The downside

If every now and then the shooters try to steal a foul by
spreading a leg and looking for an improbable failed contact,
much more problematic to handle is the situation where the
defender goes to occupy the shooter’s landing spot, recently
renamed as “landing foul”. We have dealt in the last post
rights and duties of players who take their feet off the
ground and fly back to where they jumped or are entitled to
land on a spot that was free at the time of the jump. If in
the  “spread  off  leg”  situations  players  can  fall  after
touching each other in the air, the “landing foul” situation
presents much more risks and injury possibilities for the
players:  than  finding  or  landing,  on  a  regular  and  flat
surface such as parquet, they ends up “tripping” on one or
both feet of the defender. Anyone who has played basketball
will have experienced how painful it is to twist an ankle,
even  if  only  on  the  playing  court,  but  landing  on  an
opponent’s foot can be much more dangerous and injuries as
well as ankle or can affect all joints and even the back.

Clip 1 – 15red dribbles near the two points line, he stops and
shoots, 22 yellow jumps to counter the shot but ends up under
the feet of the opponent. The referee sanctions a foul on the
shooter: 3 free throws.
Clip 2 – 14 white dribbles and stops for a 3pt shot, 10 black
jumps to counter the shot and falling back goes to hit the
opponent. The referee sanctions a foul on the shooter: a valid
3pt basket and 1 additional free throw.
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In the first clip the defender, clearly late, arrives with one
foot under the right foot of the shooter who has not yet
returned with both feet on the ground, the basket is not made.
The defensive movement could become dangerous for the shooter
also in relation to the fact that the defender rotates on
himself going to invade the opponent’s cylinder.

In the second one the defender, besides being late, is also
out of balance, the failed contact occurs when the shooter has
put both feet on the ground, the basket will still have to be
awarded, but the sanctioned foul will result in a white throw-
in because the AOS has now ended. If the black team had been
reached foul penalties in the fourth quarter then the foul
would have penalized with two free throws.

In both situations, the contacts are part of the game and the
delay of the defenders; unfortunately there are some plays in
which the defender “walking” gets right under the point of
relapse and the consequences of the foul are dangerous. This
type  of  action  is  configured  in  the  criteria  of  the
unsportsmanlike conduct or expulsion foul, depending on the
manner  in  which  it  takes  place.  Curiously,  the  FIBA  has
included  this  criterion  not  in  article  37  or  38,  but  in
article “33.6 Player in the air”: creating in fact the sixth
criterion for the assessment of an unsportsmanlike foul.

This type of contact must be sanctioned consistently, and its
abuse by defenders must be limited, especially in conditions
where  the  contact  could  cause  a  serious  injury  to  the
opponent. Players are the primary asset of basketball and must
be  adequately  protected  (by  referees),  but  respect  for
opponents must be a dogma for any player!

 



Offense/Defense?
One of the biggest difficulties in refereeing basketball is
contacts  evaluation  among  players  in  movement.  A  decision
taken only on the final moment – impact – often is not enough
to “guess” the responsible and “strike” the call. Refereeing
is not a bet : knowledge of the play and of the rules must be
conjugated with a punctual reading of the play, mostly when
the players collide coming from different directions and often
floating in the air.

What happened: 3blue receive in the 3pts area, start in cross
to ovrtake his opponent, two dribbles end jump for a shoot in
the  paint,  9  and  21yellow  close  the  space  infront  the
semicircle. 3blue and 9yellow fall on the floor. Centre and
trail ref call a foul, their body language is eloquent: they
exactly call one the opposite of the other! While the ball
lies in the net for blue overtake, the trail ref makes “a step
back” and let the scene to his mate: defensive foul, 3blue
basket&1 which leads blue tem to 100pts and final victory.

On  the  rule  book  the  criteria  is  extremely  clear:  after
establishing a defensive legal guard position, the defensive
player may move to guard is opponent, and move laterally or
backwards in order to maintain the initial legal guarding
position, and if the contact is on the torso of the defending
player he’s responsible of the contact and an offensive foul
must be called if the defensive player receive a damage or a
disadvantage physical/technical.

9yellow executes perfectly his defensive movement, stopping
outside the no-charge semicircle before 3blue lift from the
floor;

9yellow steps backwards his right foot leaving space for the
offensive player which causes the contact before releasing the
shoot; charging foul!

https://www.weref.it/en/2020/02/17/offense-defense/


The basket have to be cancelled and the game resumed with a
throw-in yellow on the side line at free throw line extended.

After the release (you find the link under) Euroleague decides
to stops the referees of the games, revoking nominations just
sended. The referees have “jumped” the following four days of
the tournament.

For further informations you may click on this links:

Where with Tommaso Tani we make a detailed
analysis  of  the  play  in  the  podcast  3PO
(only Italian version available)

Euroleague  press  release:
https://www.euroleague.net/news/i/aaaw3k4ot9ucr8p8/euroleague-
basketball-report-on-fenerbahce-beko-istanbul-valencia-basket-
defensive-foul-call

Isn’t a shoot! But …
Sooner or later, we were sure it would happen! The ball is
deflected out of bounds, the game resume with 7red throw-in
with 19” frozen on the shot clock. The ball in flight to the
basket touches the ring then bounces twice on the floor before
it been caught by 12red. The shot clock operator starts the
countdown for red team from 19”. Right or wrong?

This case is similar to the one explained in FIBA Official
Interpretations  (17-30),  but  the  interpretation  are  not
complete and probably wrong in some indications. They didn’t
cover the spectrum of situation which may be occur: as usual

https://3po.tommasotani.it/episodi/episodio-1-decidere/
https://www.euroleague.net/news/i/aaaw3k4ot9ucr8p8/euroleague-basketball-report-on-fenerbahce-beko-istanbul-valencia-basket-defensive-foul-call
https://www.euroleague.net/news/i/aaaw3k4ot9ucr8p8/euroleague-basketball-report-on-fenerbahce-beko-istanbul-valencia-basket-defensive-foul-call
https://www.euroleague.net/news/i/aaaw3k4ot9ucr8p8/euroleague-basketball-report-on-fenerbahce-beko-istanbul-valencia-basket-defensive-foul-call
https://www.weref.it/en/2019/07/05/isnt-a-shoot-but/


we try to describe all the possible scenarios and we found a
tricky one.

When the ball hit the ring, nor clock, game & shot, have to
start! But, if the interpretations provide that the shot clock
operator  shall  not  reset  his  clock,  until  the  game  clock
starts and he must reset the shot clock to 14/24 when one team
gains the control of the ball, the interpretation didn’t cover
the case when the ball touches or is touched by a player whose
not establish the control of the ball. By rule the shot clock

start when the ball touches/is touched: art. 50.1 2nd dot! Then
reset when the ball is controlled by one team: FIBA OBRI
17-30. It seems very difficult to apply, especially when few
seconds are displayed.

We think that as during a field goal, a pass or any other
situation, live ball, if the ball touches the opponent’s ring
the shot clock must be reset and where is possible with no
display visible, including the throw-in case.

From  a  throw-in  A  in  frontcourt,  the  ball  touches  the
opponent’s  ring:

The shot clock must be reset “blank”
The  game  clock  starts  when  the  ball  touches  or  is
touched by a player

The shot clock starts from 14” if team A control
ball in his frontcourt
The shot clock starts from 24” if team B control
ball in his backcourt
The shot clock starts from 24” if team B control
ball in his frontcourt
The shot clock starts from 14” if team A control
ball in his backcourt … and if the referees didn’t
call a ball returned to backcourt!

In many situations, likes in the clip, touch and control are
simultaneous.



If you enjoy you make the other cases when the throw-in A is
in his backcourt

Jump & Land!
The players jump! The four clips below are very interesting,
in more of them the referee miss the call, probably surprised
by the player’s play! We want to deepen our previous topic
(*):

11blue receive the ball and is ready to shoot from the 3pts
area. After 11blue has lifted both feet an opponent try to
block the shoot, without touching nor the ball or the body of
the shooter. To avoid the block 11blue throw the ball to the
floor. Once landed the 11blue picks the ball and shoot again.
– Violation / nobody calls –

25white receive the ball and want to shoot immediately. After
he has lifted both feet from the floor, 25 White realize that
the difensive player is coming, 25white interrupt the shooting
movement to avoid the block, then before Landing he throws the
ball, with a crooked pass, towards his mate on his left side.
– Legal –

25white gains the rebound after the 3pts shoot by 0white.
Probably he thinks to shoot immediately, but the continuos
movement has been interrupted. 25white jumps & lands with the
ball in his hands. After landing 25white starts a dribble and
try a shoot. – Violation / nobody calls –

https://www.weref.it/en/2019/06/07/jump-land/
https://www.facebook.com/531386670366809/posts/1185672161604920?sfns=mo
https://www.facebook.com/531386670366809/posts/1185672161604920?sfns=mo


16red receive a pass and try immediately to shoot while 0white
defend on him. After he has lifted both feet from the floor
and the way to basket is closed by the opponent, 16red throws
the ball on the floor and after landing he picks the ball to
shoot again. 0white didn’t touch the ball and the ball didn’t
touch him.– Violation / nobody calls –

A player who holds the ball may jump; when he is airborne and
before landing on the floor with one foot or both feet he:

can only Shoot and Pass
cannot dribble: if the ball exits from the hand(s) after
lifting the pivot foot he commits a violation.

If the players loses the control of the ball which escapes
from the hand/s, he doesn’t commit any violation (fumble).

Some people say: the player let the ball falling down. What
does it means? Did he release a shoot? Did he release a pass?
Is it a fumble? Is it a dribble? We have other options: if any
other player touches or is touched by the ball?  We think that
if  a  player  let  the  ball  falling  on  the  floor,  he  is
dribbling.  A dribble is “a movement of a live ball caused by
a player in control of ball who throws, taps, rolls or bounce
the ball on the floor”. (RB24.1.1)

The referee must be able to read the play and recognize the
movement of the players, as they do when they evaluate an act
of shooting. For a referee is useless to say to everybody body
“I have seen” waving his arms;  especially when the player
commits a violation! A call/no call can be wrong although the
explanation is accepted.


